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What is Your
Representative ?

YOUR REPRESENTATIVE is a newsletter that represents the youth of our country. The
newsletter is an initiative by MARK YOUR PRESENCE organization to build a

connection between the masses and the changemakers of the city.

WHEN Did It Start?

WHY Did It Start ?

WHAT we will cover ?

It started during the MLA elections in
Maharashtra. YOUR REPRESENTATIVE informed
the young citizens about their representatives
and local activities that happened in every
constituency. We want the Youth to be
connected to the activities that happen around
them and more importantly, build their
connection with changemakers to build a
stronger society.

Imagine if you knew all the
changemakers in the city? Imagine the
impact you will create by just knowing
and helping them.
YOUR REPRESENTATIVE is built on the
Idea that young citizens build their
network my knowing more about the
young changemakers around them.

It will cover stories of young
changemakers, innovators and talented
individuals from the fields of art, sports
and politics. It will also cover and update
the major events that concern the younger
generation.
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The Mark Your Presence leadership initiative is a six month intensive program for university students
who are keen to build a stronger Democracy with educated voters. The program is designed to
deliver core skills in public leadership along with the experience of working with an organization
that works towards making every institution in the country a voter friendly campus.

Mark Your Presence was founded on the idea that we can create more change in our country if we
work together. Our mission is to reach out to the Youth of our country and make them aware about
the democratic process and the importance of participating in it. We believe that it is important to
make the citizens who are under 18 years of age aware, as they will be the future voters of our
country. 

We also enroll all the citizens who are above the age of 18 so that they can actively participate in
the elections  to come. We understand that the power of the youth is not only important but also
vital in shaping the course of any Democracy and therefore having educated, politically aware
voters are crucial for our democracy.

LET YOUR PASSION SHINE

BE CREATIVE 

TAKE YOUR TIME!

We care much less about your credentials
than we do about your passion. We want
to know that you're so dedicated to our
mission that you would be DEVASTATED if
you missed out on this opportunity.

We love seeing creative approaches to
tried-and-true strategies. Got an
interesting launch plan? Share it with us.
Thought of a cool idea to get people
engaged? Don't be shy. We want to hear
from you.

If you do not take the time to fill out the
application form carefully, your
application will immediately go in the bin!
Taking the time to submit your application
shows that you care. Be thoughtful,
careful, and intentional.

Tenure:  6  months

Task:  Convincing  young
individuals  to  register  to  vote .

Register  young  individuals  and
convert  them  into  educated
voters .  Conduct  surveys  to
understand  students '  problems .

Monthly  Targets:  30  New
Registrations  per  month .

CREDITS:  Certif icates ,  Letter  of
Recommendation .

We  will  connect  them  to  young
changemakers  so  that  they  can
build  their  network  to  build  a
stronger  Democracy .

An  opportunity  to  work  with  a
non-profit  driven  by  young
citizens .

Mark Your Presence : Leadership Program

Here Is How To Set
Yourself Apart:
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Want To Be A Leader ?
Tell us YOUR story. Tell us what you're passionate about, HOW you have been a strong leader in the
past, and what you are going to do to bring change to your community through our platform. We
want to SEE your dedicated commitment to build a stronger democracy with educated voters.

Please submit, your story at 'myp.register@gmail.com' or directly message us on Instagram at
@markyourpresence_org

Mission For Program
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We are of the opinion that dance is a great way to spread this message hence we have decided

to connect dance with democracy. On this day of democracy, our idea is to  reach out to young

dancers and create civic awareness. 

Dance has a significant  impact on people in the community and spreading this message

through it will definitely create a strong message for the young generation. 

We want to use dance as a tool to create awareness and change. Civic rights topics are

generally not topics preferred by the younger generations. We want to change that trend

through dance as dance  has the power to influence and motivate millions. We have reached

out to most of the dance academies which are run by young citizens so that it can be a youth

movement.     

Our goal in this campaign is not to end the discussion and movement with the day of democracy

but to start a new beginning.

Learn  the  dance  step  from  our
Instagram  page .  Make  your  voting
mark  on  your  index  f inger .  This
dance  step  has  been  choreographed
by  Jainil  Mehta  who  is  21  years  old   
 and  is  studying  dance  from  USC
Glorya  Kaufman  School  of  Dance ,  Los
Angeles .  He  is  also  the  founder  of
FIDAA  
Upload  the  video  on  your  Instagram
doing  the  step  on  the  15th  of
September .  Feel  free  to  add  your
touch  to  the  Challenge .  Tag  mark
your  presence  account  in  the  video
and  use  the  hashtag  
 #Danceforyourrights
#Registertovote
 Tag  us  and  5  other  people  so  we
can  spread  awareness .  Indicate
to  them  to  continue  this
movement  by  further  nominating
5  other  people .  ( idea  is  to  spread
the  message  of  the  importance  of
democracy  through  dance)

The aim is to use dance as a medium to
spread awareness about our democracy, so
that the youth of our country celebrate this
day.
We will be using one of the Hindi tracks
composed by us for this challenge. The
name of the track is "Ye Mera Hindustan
Pehla Vote, Pehla Pyaar".
It is a 2.32 minute audio but we are
using only 15 seconds for the dance
challenge.

Dance For Your Rights

Aim 
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About the Movement
This day of democracy it is time to spread the message through dance, dance has always been an

effective tool to express feelings and now it is time to spread the message of democracy. 

We as an organization have been working towards strengthening our democracy and building

educated voters through various platforms but  due to the pandemic we are  now conducting a

virtual campaign. The last time we connected music to voting now it is time for dance to take

over.

How to spread the
message

@markyourpresence_orgwww.markyourpresence.org.in

How did this happen?
During the last elections we collaborated
with True School Music (Music Institute
founded by Ashutosh Phatak and Nitin
Chhandy) and Social offline at Khar for our
first a-political rap event.
The event had a line up of four rappers from
four different parts of Mumbai perform in
three different languages to help spread the
message to strengthen our democracy.
The idea is to use this track for the dance
challenge.


